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HODGE POLYNOMIALS AND BIRATIONAL TYPES
OF MODULI SPACES OF COHERENT SYSTEMS ON
ELLIPTIC CURVES
H. LANGE AND P. E. NEWSTEAD
Abstract. In this paper we consider moduli spaces of coherent
systems on an elliptic curve. We compute their Hodge polynomials
and determine their birational types in some cases. Moreover we
prove that certain moduli spaces of coherent systems are isomor-
phic. This last result uses the Fourier-Mukai transform of coherent
systems introduced by Herna´ndez Ruipe´rez and Tejero Prieto.
1. Introduction
A coherent system of type (n, d, k) on a smooth projective curve C over
an algebraically closed field is by definition a pair (E, V ) consisting of
a vector bundle E of rank n and degree d over C and a vector subspace
V ⊂ H0(E) of dimension k. For any real number α, the α-slope of a
coherent system (E, V ) of type (n, d, k) is defined by
µα(E, V ) :=
d
n
+ α
k
n
.
A coherent subsystem of (E, V ) is a coherent system (E ′, V ′) such that
E ′ is a subbundle of E and V ′ ⊂ V ∩H0(E ′). A coherent system (E, V )
is called α-stable (α-semistable) if
µα(E
′, V ′) < µα(E, V ) (µα(E
′, V ′) ≤ µα(E, V ))
for every proper coherent subsystem (E ′, V ′) of (E, V ). The α-stable
coherent systems of type (n, d, k) on X form a quasi-projective moduli
space which we denote by G(α;n, d, k).
In a previous paper [5] we studied the case of an elliptic curve C, de-
termined precisely when G(α;n, d, k) is non-empty and showed that in
this case it is always smooth and irreducible of the expected dimension
β(d, k) := k(d− k) + 1.
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In this paper we consider again the case where C is elliptic and as-
sume for convenience that the base field is C. After summarizing some
properties of the Hodge polynomial ǫX(u, v) of a quasi-projective vari-
ety X in section 2, we investigate first the spaces G0(n, d, k), defined by
G0(n, d, k) := G(α;n, d, k) for small positive α. When gcd(n, d) = 1 we
prove in particular that for fixed d and k the birational type (Corollary
3.2) and the Hodge polynomial (Corollary 3.3) of G0(n, d, k) are inde-
pendent of the rank n. We give also an alternative proof of a special
case of the main result of [4] saying that G0(n
′, d, k) ≃ G0(n, d, k) when
n′ ≡ n mod d (see Corollary 3.5). Moreover we show
Proposition 3.6. If gcd(n, d) = gcd(n′, d) = 1 and n′ 6≡ n mod d,
then G0(n
′, d, 1) 6≃ G0(n, d, 1) and G0(n
′, d, d− 1) 6≃ G0(n, d, d− 1).
In section 4 we show that if d and gcd(n, d) are fixed, the birational
type of G0(n, d, 1) is independent of n. This improves [4, Theorem 5.2]
in the case k = 1. When gcd(n, d) = 2, we describe in section 5 a strat-
ification of G0(n, d, 1) and use it to calculate its Hodge polynomial. We
obtain similar results for the corresponding moduli spaces G0(n,N, 1)
with fixed determinant N .
Theorem 5.9.
(a) ǫG0(n,d,1)(u, v) =
=
(1 + u)(1 + v)(1− (uv)
d
2 )
(1− uv)2(1 + uv)
[(u+v)(uv−(uv)
d
2 )+(1+uv)(1−(uv)
d
2
+1)];
(b) ǫG0(n,N,1)(u, v) =
=
1− (uv)
d
2
(1− uv)2(1 + uv)
[(u+ v)(uv − (uv)
d
2 ) + (1 + uv)(1− (uv)
d
2
+1)].
In section 6 we allow the parameter α to vary and compute the
Hodge polynomial of G(α; 2 + ad, d, 1). We recall that there are only
finitely many distinct moduli spaces as α varies, usually labelled Gi :=
Gi(2 + ad, d, 1).
Theorem 6.7. For i = 0, . . . , L we have
ǫGi(u, v) = (1 + u)(1 + v)
1− (uv)d
1− uv
+
+
(1 + u)2(1 + v)2(1− (uv)
d−γ
2
−i)
(1− uv)2(1− (uv)2)
(uv − (uv)γ+2i)(1− (uv)
d−γ
2
−i+1),
where γ is 1 if d is odd and 2 if d is even.
We note that these Hodge polynomials are independent of a. When
i = 0 it is in fact known (see [4]) that the spaces G0(2+ad, d, 1) are all
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isomorphic for fixed d. Our theorem provides evidence that this result
may extend to arbitrary i and we prove this in section 7. In section 8 we
investigate further the birational type of G(α;n, d, k). We show that, if
gcd(n, d) = 1 and k ≤ d or gcd(n, d) = 2 and k = 1 or gcd(n−k, d) = 1
and k < min(d, n), the variety is birational to Pk(d−k)×C (Propositions
8.1, 8.2, 8.3). Finally, if k < d, gcd(n, d) = h > 1 and ShC denotes the
h-fold symmetric product of C, we prove
Theorem 8.4. For all α for which G(α;n, d, k) 6= ∅,
(1) G(α;n,N, k) is birational to a variety YN , where YN is fibred over
Ph−1 with general fibre unirational.
(2) G(α;n, d, k) is birational to a variety Y , where Y is fibred over ShC
with general fibre unirational.
We are grateful to the referee for a careful reading of the paper.
2. Hodge polynomials
We recall the basic properties of Hodge polynomials as defined by
Deligne in [3]. For any quasi-projective variety X over the field of
complex numbers, Deligne defined a mixed Hodge structure on the
cohomology groups Hkc (X,C) with compact support with associated
Hodge polynomial ǫX(u, v). When X is a smooth projective variety,
we have
ǫX(u, v) =
∑
p,q
hp,q(X)upvq,
where hp,q(X) are the usual Hodge numbers. In particular, in this case
ǫX(u, u) is the usual Poincare´ polynomial PX(u). We need only the
following properties of the Hodge polynomials (see [3] and [6, Theorem
2.2 and Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4]).
• If X is a finite disjoint union X = ⊔iXi of locally closed subva-
rieties Xi, then
ǫX =
∑
i
ǫXi .
• If Y → X is an algebraic fibre bundle with fibre F which is
locally trivial in the Zariski topology, then
ǫY = ǫF · ǫX .
• If Y → X is a map between quasi-projective varieties which is
a locally trivial fibre bundle in the complex topology with fibres
projective spaces F = PN for some N > 0, then
ǫY = ǫF · ǫX .
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Moreover we need the Hodge polynomials of the Grassmannians. In
fact,
(1) ǫGr(r,N)(u, v) =
(1− (uv)N−r+1)(1− (uv)N−r+2) · · · (1− (uv)N)
(1− uv)(1− (uv)2) · · · (1− (uv)r)
.
3. G0(n, d, k) for coprime n and d
Let C be an elliptic curve defined over C and suppose that n, d, k are
integers with n ≥ 2, 1 ≤ k ≤ d. Let G0(n, d, k) denote the moduli space
of coherent systems of type (n, d, k) which are α-stable for small positive
α (we call such systems 0+-stable). Similarly for any line bundle N of
degree d on C let G0(n,N, k) denote the corresponding moduli space
with fixed determinant N .
In this section we assume gcd(n, d) = 1. Then there exists a Poincare´
bundle U on C×C. It has the property that U|C×{E} ≃ E for all stable
bundles E of rank n and degree d, where we identify the moduli space
of stable bundles of type (n, d) with the curve C in the usual way (see
[1] and [7]). Let pi denote the i-th projection of C × C.
Proposition 3.1. If gcd(n, d) = 1, then
(1) G0(n,N, k) is isomorphic to the Grassmannian Gr(k, d);
(2) G0(n, d, k) is a Gr(k, d)-bundle over C.
Proof. (1) For gcd(n, d) = 1 any semistable vector bundle on C is sta-
ble. For a fixed N ∈ Picd(C) there is a unique stable bundle E of rank
n and determinant N (this follows from [1, Theorem 7]). Then (E, V )
belongs to G0(n,N, k) for any k-dimensional subspace V of H
0(E).
(2) From part (1) we conclude that G0(n, d, k) can be identified with
the Grassmannian bundle of k-planes in the fibres of the rank-d vector
bundle p2∗U on C. 
Corollary 3.2. The birational type of G0(n, d, k) is independent of n
provided gcd(n, d) = 1.
Proof. Observe that the Gr(k, d)-bundle over C of the proposition is
Zariski locally trivial. 
This improves the statement in [4] that for fixed d and k there are
at most d different birational types of varieties G(α;n, d, k), since we
have by [5, Theorem 4.4 (ii)] that the birational type is independent of
α in this case.
Moreover we conclude that the Hodge polynomial of G0(n, d, k) is
given by
Corollary 3.3. Suppose gcd(n, d) = 1. Then
ǫG0(u, v) =
(1− (uv)d−k+1)(1− (uv)d−k+2) · · · (1− (uv)d)
(1− uv)(1− (uv)2) · · · (1− (uv)k)
(1+u)(1+v).

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Lemma 3.4. p2∗U is a stable vector bundle of rank d on C.
Proof. According to [4], U is the kernel of a Fourier-Mukai transform
ΦU on C × C. Hence p2∗U = ΦU(OC) is stable by [4, Proposition 2.8
and Remark 2.9]. 
The following corollary is a special case of the main result of [4].
Corollary 3.5. If gcd(n, d) = 1 and n′ ≡ n mod d, then G0(n
′, d, k)
is isomorphic to G0(n, d, k).
Proof. Let U ′ be a Poincare´ bundle for (n′, d) on C × C. Then by [5,
Proposition 7.2],
c1(p2∗U) = s[C] and c1(p2∗U
′) = s′[C]
where sn ≡ s′n′ ≡ −1 mod d. Since n′ ≡ n mod d, it follows that
s ≡ s′ mod d. From Lemma 3.4 and the classification of stable bundles
on an elliptic curve we conclude that
p2∗U ≃ p2∗U
′ ⊗M
with M ∈ Pic(C). Hence P (p2∗U) ≃ P (p2∗U
′) and the same holds
for the Grassmannian fibrations. Now the assertion follows from the
description of G0(n, d, k) in the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Now suppose gcd(n′, d) = 1 and n′ 6≡ n mod d. Then in the
above argument s′ 6≡ s mod d. So the projective bundles P (p2∗U)
and P (p2∗U
′) are not isomorphic as projective bundles and therefore
also not isomorphic as varieties by the argument in [5, Proposition 8.2].
This implies
Proposition 3.6. If gcd(n, d) = gcd(n′, d) = 1 and n′ 6≡ n mod d,
then G0(n
′, d, 1) 6≃ G0(n, d, 1) and G0(n
′, d, d− 1) 6≃ G0(n, d, d− 1). 
4. G0(n, d, 1) for arbitrary (n, d)
In this section we determine the birationality type of the moduli
space G0(n, d, 1) for arbitrary n and d. Suppose h := gcd(n, d). Then
any semistable vector bundle E of rank n and degree d on C is of
the form E = E1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Eℓ with Ei indecomposable of slope
d
n
and
ℓ ≤ h. Each Ei is semistable and is the unique indecomposable multiple
extension of rk Ei
n/h
copies of a stable bundle F of rank n
h
and degree d
h
.
Moreover a generic such E has the form
(2) E = F1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fh
with all Fi stable and non-isomorphic of rank
n
h
and degree d
h
(see [7]).
A generic (E, V ) ∈ G0(n, d, 1) has E = F1⊕· · ·⊕Fh as a bundle and
V is a one-dimensional subspace of H0(E) whose projection to each Fi
is still one-dimensional. Denote by G10 the open set of coherent systems
in G0(n, d, 1) which are generic in this sense.
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So we get a (×hi=1P
d
h
−1)-bundle over ×hi=1C \ ∆ where
∆ := {(x1, · · · , xh) ∈ ×
h
i=1C | xi = xj for some i 6= j}.
To be more precise, we think of ×hi=1C as the set of h-tuples of stable
bundles of rank n
h
and degree d
h
. If U denotes a Poincare´ bundle on
C × C of rank n
h
and degree d
h
and p2 the second projection of C × C,
denote
F := ×hi=1P (p2∗U)|×hi=1C \∆.
With these notations the following proposition is obvious.
Proposition 4.1. There is a natural action of the symmetric group
S(h) on F such that the quotient is isomorphic to the open subset G10
of G0(n, d, 1),
G10 ≃ F/S(h).

From this we conclude
Proposition 4.2. The birational type of G0(n, d, 1) is independent of
n provided d and gcd(n, d) are fixed.
Proof. The sheaf p2∗U is locally trivial over C. This implies that there
is an open dense subset U of C such that
F|×hi=1U \∆U ≃ ×
h
i=1(U × P
d
h
−1)|×hi=1U \∆U ,
where ∆U := ∆ ∩ ×
h
i=1U . Moreover the action of the group S(h) on
this is given by permuting the factors. This implies the assertion. 
The following corollary improves [4, Theorem 5.2] slightly in the case
k = 1.
Corollary 4.3. Suppose d =
∏r
i=1 p
ai
i is the prime decomposition of
d. Then there are at most
∏r
i=1(ai + 1) birational types of varieties
G(α;n, d, 1).
Proof. According to [5, Theorem 4.4 (ii)] the birational type of the va-
riety G(α;n, d, 1) does not depend on α. Hence Proposition 4.2 implies
that the number of birational types of G(α;n, d, 1) equals at most the
number of divisors of d. 
Fix N in Picd(C) and define
G10(N) = G
1
0 ∩G0(n,N, 1).
If (E, V ) ∈ G10(N), then E = F1⊕· · ·⊕Fh as in (2) and⊗
h
i=1 detFi = N .
Regarding ×hi=1C as the set of h-tuples of stable bundles (F1, . . . , Fh)
of rank n
h
and degree d
h
, the subset
CN := {(F1, . . . , Fh) ∈ ×
h
i=1C | ⊗
h
i=1 detFi = N}
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is isomorphic to ×h−1i=1C. The variety
FN := F|CN\(∆∩CN )
is a (×hi=1P
d
2
−1)-fibration over CN \ (∆ ∩ CN). With this notation we
have
Proposition 4.4. There is a natural action of the group S(h) on FN
such that the quotient is isomorphic to the open subset G10(N) of the
variety G0(n,N, 1),
G10(N) ≃ FN/S(h).
Proof. The natural actions of S(h) on the varieties ×hi=1C and F re-
strict to actions on CN and FN respectively. Moreover ∆ ∩ CN =
{(F1, . . . , Fh) ∈ CN | Fi ≃ Fj for some i 6= j}. The result now fol-
lows. 
5. G0(n, d, 1) with gcd(n, d) = 2
5.1. The set up. Now suppose gcd(n, d) = 2 and consider the moduli
space G0(n, d, 1) as well as its subspace G0(n,N, 1). Then there are
no stable vector bundles of rank n and degree d. Hence, if (E, V ) ∈
G0(n, d, 1), then E is of one of the following types
(1) E = F1⊕F2 with F1, F2 stable of rank
n
2
, degree d
2
and F1 6≃ F2;
(2) there is a nontrivial exact sequence 0→ F → E → F → 0 with
stable F ;
(3) E = F ⊕ F with stable F .
The coherent systems of type (1) form the open set G10 (respectively
G10(N)) of the previous section in the moduli space G0(n, d, 1) (re-
spectively G0(n,N, 1)). The coherent systems of type (2) form a lo-
cally closed subset G20 (respectively G
2
0(N)) in G0(n, d, 1) (respectively
G0(n,N, 1)), whose boundary is the closed subset G
3
0 (respectively
G30(N)) of coherent systems of type (3) in G0(n, d, 1) (respectively
G0(n,N, 1)). Moreover we have stratifications
(3) G0(n, d, 1) = ⊔
3
i=1G
i
0 and G0(n,N, 1) = ⊔
3
i=1G
i
0(N).
5.2. The spaces G10 and G
1
0(N). According to Proposition 4.1 there
is a natural action of the group Z2 on the variety F such that
G10 ≃ F/Z2,
where F = P × P \ (p× p)−1(∆); here p : P → C is the projection of
a P
d
2
−1-bundle over the curve C and ∆ ⊂ C × C the diagonal. This
allows us to compute the Hodge polynomial of G10.
Proposition 5.1.
ǫG1
0
(u, v) = (1+u)(1+v)(1−(uv)
d
2 )
(1−uv)2(1+uv)
{(u+ v)(uv − (uv)
d
2 ) + uv(1− (uv)
d
2
+1)}.
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Proof. The above description of F gives the following exact sequence of
the (+1)-eigenspaces of the action of Z2 on F on the i-th cohomology
with compact support
0→ H ic(F)+ → H
i(P × P )+ → H
i((p× p)−1(∆))+ → 0.
This implies
ǫG1
0
(u, v) = ǫF(u, v)+ = ǫP×P (u, v)+ − ǫ(p×p)−1(∆)(u, v)+.
Since ǫP (u, v) =
(1+u)(1+v)(1−(uv)
d
2 )
1−uv
, [6, Lemma 2.6] implies
ǫP×P (u, v)+ =
1
2
[ǫP (u, v)
2 + ǫP (−u
2,−v2)]
= 1
2
{ (1+u)
2(1+v)2(1−(uv)
d
2 )2
(1−uv)2
+ (1−u
2)(1−v2)(1−(uv)d)
1−(uv)2
}.
Now (p× p)−1(∆) is a (P
d
2
−1 × P
d
2
−1)-fibration over ∆ and Z2 acts on
it by swapping the two P
d
2
−1’s. So, again using [6, Lemma 2.6],
ǫ(p×p)−1(∆)(u, v)+ = ǫ∆(u, v)ǫ
P
d
2
−1×P
d
2
−1(u, v)+
= 1
2
(1 + u)(1 + v){ (1−(uv)
d
2 )2
(1−uv)2
+ 1−(uv)
d
1−(uv)2
}.
Subtracting and simplifying we get the assertion. 
Now fix N in Picd(C). Then CN ⊂ C × C and ∆ ∩ CN consists of 4
points (given by the square roots of N). Moreover ∆∩CN is the fixed
point set for the action of S(2) = Z2 on CN and CN/Z2 is isomorphic
to P1. Here Proposition 4.4 gives
Proposition 5.2. There is a natural action of the group Z2 on FN
such that the quotient is isomorphic to the open subset G10(N) of the
variety G0(n,N, 1),
G10(N) ≃ FN/Z2.

Proposition 5.2 allows us to compute the Hodge polynomial ofG10(N).
Proposition 5.3.
ǫG1
0
(N)(u, v) =
1− (uv)
d
2
(1− uv)2(1 + uv)
[(1−(uv)
d
2
+1)(uv−3)+(uv−(uv)
d
2 )(u+v)].
Proof. From Proposition 5.2 we conclude
ǫG1
0
(N)(u, v) = ǫFN (u, v)+
= ǫCN\(∆∩CN )(u, v)+ · ǫ
P
d
2
−1×P
d
2
−1(u, v)+
+ǫCN\(∆∩CN )(u, v)− · ǫ
P
d
2
−1×P
d
2
−1(u, v)−
Now ǫCN\(∆∩CN )(u, v) = (1 + u)(1 + v)− 4 and
ǫCN\(∆∩CN )(u, v)+ = ǫP1\{4 points}(u, v) = uv − 3;
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hence
ǫCN\(∆∩CN )(u, v)− = u+ v.
Using [6, Lemma 2.6] we get
ǫ
P
d
2
−1×P
d
2
−1(u, v)+ =
1
2
{ǫ
P
d
2
−1(u, v)
2 + ǫ
P
d
2
−1(−u
2,−v2)}
=
1
2
{
(1− (uv)
d
2 )2
(1− uv)2
+
1− (uv)d
1− (uv)2
}
=
(1− (uv)
d
2 )(1− (uv)
d
2
+1)
(1− uv)2(1 + uv)
and similarly
ǫ
P
d
2
−1×P
d
2
−1(u, v)− =
(1− (uv)
d
2 )(uv − (uv)
d
2 )
(1− uv)2(1 + uv)
.
Inserting these expressions into the above formula for ǫG1
0
(N)(u, v) and
simplifying we get the assertion. 
5.3. The spaces G20 and G
2
0(N). Recall that (E, V ) ∈ G0(n, d, 1) is of
type (2) if it admits a non-trivial exact sequence 0→ F → E → F → 0
with a stable vector bundle F . The bundle F is uniquely determined
by E and called the stable bundle associated to E. Conversely E
is uniquely determined by F , since dimExt1(F, F ) = h1(End(F )) =
h0(End(F )) = 1.
Lemma 5.4. Fix a stable bundle F of rank n
2
and degree d
2
. The variety
of coherent systems (E, V ) of type (2) with associated stable bundle F
is isomorphic to an A
d
2
−1-fibration over the projective space P
d
2
−1.
Proof. A coherent system (E, V ) with detE = (detF )2 is of type (2) if
and only if there is a non-trivial exact sequence 0→ F → E
p
→ F → 0
such that V ⊂ H0(E) is a line which projects to a line ℓ in H0(F ).
(Note that, ifH0(p)(V ) = 0, the subsystem (F, V ) would contradict the
0+-stability of (E, V ).) Via the exact sequence the line ℓ is contained
in H0(E) : ℓ ⊂ H0(F ) ⊂ H0(E). So we end up with a plane in H0(E)
containing ℓ and projecting to ℓ.
Considering lines as points in the corresponding projective spaces,
we have ℓ ∈ P (H0(F )) and V ∈ P (H0(p)−1(ℓ)) ⊂ P (H0(E)). Hence
the coherent systems (E, V ) of type (2) associated to the bundle F
with a fixed ℓ ∈ P (H0(F )) correspond to the points of P (H0(p)−1(ℓ))\
P (H0(F )). Since AutE = {λ · idE | λ ∈ C
∗} × EndF , two coherent
systems of this form are isomorphic if and only if the corresponding
points of P (H0(p)−1(ℓ)) \ P (H0(F )) lie in the same line through ℓ.
Now choose a hyperplane H in P (H0(p)−1(ℓ)) not containing the
point ℓ. Then we can identify the isomorphism classes of pairs (E, V )
with fixed F , E and H0(p)(V ) = ℓ with the points of H \ (H ∩
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P (H0(F ))). Since P (H0(p)−1(ℓ)) is of dimension d
2
, this is an affine
space A
d
2
−1 of dimension d
2
− 1. Since ℓ varies in the projective space
P (H0(F )), this completes the proof of the lemma. 
Proposition 5.5. (a) The variety G20 is isomorphic to an A
d
2
−1-fibration
over a P
d
2
−1-bundle over the curve C.
(b)
ǫG2
0
(u, v) = (1 + u)(1 + v)(uv)
d
2
−1 1− (uv)
d
2
1− uv
.
Proof. (a): Identifying C with the moduli space of stable bundles of
rank n
2
and degree d
2
, the natural map G20 → C is a morphism whose
fibres are isomorphic to A
d
2
−1-fibrations over P
d
2
−1 by Lemma 5.4.
(b): Since any A
d
2
−1-fibration over a projective variety is locally trivial
in the complex topology, we conclude from the third property of Hodge
polynomials in section 2 that
ǫG2
0
(u, v) = ǫC(u, v) · ǫ
A
d
2
−1(u, v) · ǫ
P
d
2
−1(u, v),
which gives the assertion, since ǫ
A
d
2
−1(u, v) = (uv)
d
2
−1. 
Proposition 5.6. (a) The variety G20(N) is isomorphic to the disjoint
union of four A
d
2
−1-fibrations over P
d
2
−1.
(b)
ǫG2
0
(N)(u, v) = 4
(uv)
d
2
−1(1− (uv)
d
2 )
1− uv
.
Proof. (a) follows from the fact that there are exactly 4 vector bundles
E providing coherent systems (E, V ) in G20(N), since Pic
0(C) has ex-
actly 4 two-division points. The proof of (b) is analogous to the proof
of Proposition 5.5 (b). 
5.4. The spaces G30 and G
3
0(N).
Proposition 5.7. (a) The variety G30 is isomorphic to a Gr(2,
d
2
)-
fibration over the curve C.
(b)
ǫG3
0
(u, v) = (1 + u)(1 + v)
1− (uv)
d
2
(1− uv)2(1 + uv)
(1− (uv)
d
2
−1).
Proof. Let (E, V ) ∈ G30. Then E = F ⊕ F for some stable bundle
F and V is generated by a section σ = (σ1, σ2) with σ1, σ2 ∈ H
0(F ).
Moreover σ1, σ2 are linearly independent (otherwise there would exist a
subsystem (F, V ) of (E, V ) with rkF = 1, contradicting the 0+-stability
of (E, V )). Hence giving a line V in H0(E) is equivalent to giving a
two-dimensional subspace of H0(F ). Identifying the space of stable
bundles of rank n
2
and degree d
2
with the curve C gives assertion (a).
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For the proof of (b) we use the fact that any Gr(2, d
2
)-fibration over the
curve C is locally trivial in the Zariski topology. 
Proposition 5.8. (a) The variety G30(N) is isomorphic to the disjoint
union of four Grassmannians Gr(2, H0(F )):
G30(N) ≃ ⊔(detF )2=NGr(2, H
0(F )).
(b)
ǫG3
0
(N)(u, v) = 4
1− (uv)
d
2
(1− uv)2(1 + uv)
(1− (uv)
d
2
−1).
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of the previous proposition
using the fact that the line bundle N admits exactly 4 square roots. 
5.5. The Hodge polynomials of G0(n, d, 1) and G0(n,N, 1). The
Hodge polynomial is additive on disjoint unions. Hence we conclude
from equation (3) adding the formulas of Propositions 5.1, 5.5 and 5.7
(respectively Propositions 5.3, 5.6 and 5.8) after multiplying out and
simplifying,
Theorem 5.9. (a)
ǫG0(n,d,1)(u, v) =
=
(1 + u)(1 + v)(1− (uv)
d
2 )
(1− uv)2(1 + uv)
[(u+v)(uv−(uv)
d
2 )+(1+uv)(1−(uv)
d
2
+1)];
(b)
ǫG0(n,N,1)(u, v) =
=
1− (uv)
d
2
(1− uv)2(1 + uv)
[(u+ v)(uv − (uv)
d
2 ) + (1 + uv)(1− (uv)
d
2
+1)].

Remark 5.10. From Theorem 5.9 we see that
ǫG0(n,d,1) = ǫG0(n,N,1) · ǫC .
However the morphism
G0(n, d, 1)→ C, (E, V ) 7→ detE,
whose fibre over N ∈ C is G0(n,N, 1), is not Zariski locally trivial.
This follows from the fact that ǫG1
0
6= ǫG1
0
(N) · ǫC (see Propositions 5.1
and 5.3).
6. The Hodge polynomial of G(α; 2 + ad, d, 1)
As outlined in [5, Section 6] and described in more generality in
[2], the moduli spaces G(α; 2 + ad, d, 1) are modified at certain critical
values α = αi (1 ≤ i ≤ L) which in this case are given by the following
lemma.
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Lemma 6.1. The critical values for coherent systems of type (2 +
ad, d, 1) are given by
αi =
d− 2d1
1 + a(d− d1)
where d1 = [
d−1
2
]− i+ 1 and 0 < i ≤ [d−1
2
].
Proof. According to [5, section 6] we have
αi =
n1d2 − n2d1
n2
where n1, n2, d1, d2 are positive integers such that n1+n2 = 2+ad and
d1 + d2 = d. Moreover
d1
n1
< d2
n2
and
0 < αi <
d
1 + ad
.
After substituting n2 = 2 + ad− n1 and d2 = d− d1, we get
αi =
n1d− d1(2 + ad)
2 + ad− n1
.
So αi > 0 is equivalent to
n1 >
2d1
d
+ d1a
and αi <
d
1+ad
is equivalent to (n1d−d1(2+ad))(1+ad) < d(2+ad−n1)
which simplifies to
n1 <
d1
d
+ d1a + 1.
So the only possible value for n1 is
(4) n1 = d1a+ 1
and this satisfies the inequalities if and only if d1 <
d
2
. Writing
(5) i =
[
d− 1
2
]
− d1 + 1,
we obtain the αi in increasing order of magnitude. 
The moduli spaces G(α; 2 + ad, d, 1) for αi < α < αi+1 are denoted
by Gi. Note that
αL =
d− 2
1 + a(d− 1)
and G(α; 2+ad, d, 1) = ∅ for α ≥ d
1+ad
. So GL denotes G(α; 2+ad, d, 1)
for αL < α <
d
1+ad
.
According to [2, Remark 5.5] the moduli space GL is isomorphic to
a Pd−1-bundle over the curve C. Hence
(6) ǫGL(u, v) = (1 + u)(1 + v)
1− (uv)d
1− uv
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and for any line bundle N of degree d,
(7) ǫGL(u, v) =
1− (uv)d
1− uv
.
The modifications at αi are given as follows. There are closed sub-
varieties G+i of Gi and G
−
i of Gi−1 such that
(8) Gi \G
+
i ≃ Gi−1 \G
−
i .
These subvarieties are called flip loci and are described as follows. The
variety G+i is given by coherent systems (E, V ) which are non-trivial
extensions
(9) 0→ (F2, 0)→ (E, V )→ (F1, V1)→ 0
where F2 is a stable bundle of rank n2 and degree d2 and (F1, V1)
belongs to the moduli space G(α+i ;n1, d1, 1) of coherent systems of
type (n1, d1, 1) which are α-stable for α slightly greater than αi. Note
that by (4),
n1 = d1a + 1, n2 = d2a + 1.
Hence gcd(n2, d2) = 1. So the moduli space of the bundles F2 can be
identified with the curve C.
Lemma 6.2. There are no critical values for coherent systems of type
(1 + ad1, d1, 1).
Proof. According to [5, section 6] any critical value is of the form
α =
m(d1 − e)− (ad1 + 1−m)e
ad1 + 1−m
with 0 < m < ad1 + 1 and 0 < e < d1. Moreover
0 < α <
d1
1 + ad1 − 1
=
1
a
.
The first inequality is equivalent to
m > ae +
e
d1
and the second inequality is equivalent to
m < ae + 1,
which gives a contradiction. 
Remark 6.3. It follows from Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 6.2 that
GL(1 + ad1, d1, 1) is a P
d1−1-bundle over C. This is by no means clear
from the general structure theorem for GL ([2, Theorem 5.4]).
Proposition 6.4. The flip locus G+i is a P
d1−1-bundle over C×G0(1+
ad1, d1, 1) and G0(1 + ad1, d1, 1) is a P
d1−1-bundle over C.
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Proof. By Lemma 6.2 the variety G(α+i ; 1 + ad1, d1, 1) is isomorphic to
G0(1 + ad1, d1, 1) which according to Proposition 3.1 is a P
d1−1-bundle
over C. The result now follows from (9) provided that
dimExt1((F1, V1), (F2, 0)) = d1.
Now this dimension is given by
C12 +H
0
12 +H
2
12
(see [2, Proposition 3.2]), whereH012 = Hom((F1, V1), (F2, 0)) andH
2
12 =
H0(F ∗2 ⊗N1)
∗ with N1 = Ker(V1⊗OC → F1). Since (F1, V1) and (F2, 0)
are both αi-stable and non-isomorphic of the same αi-slope, we get
H
0
12 = 0. It is obvious that N1 = 0 and hence H
2
12 = 0. This completes
the proof, since C12 = d1 by [5, equation (13)]. 
The variety G−i is given by coherent systems (E, V ) which are non-
trivial extensions
(10) 0→ (F1, V1)→ (E, V )→ (F2, 0)→ 0
where (F1, V1) and F2 are as above.
Proposition 6.5. The flip locus G−i is a P
d−2d1−1-bundle over C ×
G0(1 + ad1, d1, 1) and G0(1 + ad1, d1, 1) is a P
d1−1-bundle over C.
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Proposition 6.4 with C12
replaced by C21, which is equal to −d1 + d2 = d− 2d1 according to [5,
equation (13)]. 
Lemma 6.6. For every i = 1, . . . , L =
[
d−1
2
]
we have
ǫGi−1(u, v) = ǫGi(u, v)+
(1 + u)2(1 + v)2(1− (uv)d1)
(1− uv)2
{(uv)d1−(uv)d−2d1}.
Proof. According to (8) and Propositions 6.4 and 6.5 we have
ǫGi−1 − ǫGi = ǫG−i − ǫG
+
i
= (1 + u)2(1 + v)2 1−(uv)
d1
1−uv
{1−(uv)
d−2d1
1−uv
− 1−(uv)
d1
1−uv
}.
This gives the assertion. 
Theorem 6.7. For i = 0, . . . , L we have
ǫGi(u, v) = (1 + u)(1 + v)
1− (uv)d
1− uv
+
+
(1 + u)2(1 + v)2(1− (uv)
d−γ
2
−i)
(1− uv)2(1− (uv)2)
(uv − (uv)γ+2i)(1− (uv)
d−γ
2
−i+1).
where γ is 1 if d is odd and 2 if d is even.
Proof. By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.6 and downwards induction on i we have
ǫGi = ǫGL +
(1+u)2(1+v)2
(1−uv)2
∑ d−γ
2
−i
d1=1
(1− (uv)d1)((uv)d1 − (uv)d−2d1)).
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Now the sum equals∑ d−γ
2
−i
d1=1
[(uv)d1 − (uv)2d1 − (uv)d−2d1 + (uv)d−d1] = uv(1−(uv)
d−γ
2
−i)
1−uv
−
− (uv)
2(1−(uv)d−γ−2i)
1−(uv)2
− (uv)
γ+2i(1−(uv)d−γ−2i)
1−(uv)2
+ (uv)
d+γ
2
+i(1−(uv)
d−γ
2
−i)
1−uv
= 1−(uv)
d−γ
2
−i
1−uv
(uv + (uv)
d+γ
2
+i)− 1−(uv)
d−γ−2i
1−(uv)2
((uv)2 + (uv)γ+2i)
= 1−(uv)
d−γ
2
−i
1−(uv)2
(uv − (uv)γ+2i)(1− (uv)
d−γ
2
−i+1).
Together with (6) this gives the assertion. 
Remark 6.8. Note that the formula of the theorem is independent of
a. This is consistent with the main theorem of [4] which implies that
the isomorphism class of G0(2+ad, d, 1) is independent of a. Our result
suggests that the isomorphism class of Gi should be independent of a
and we prove this in the next section.
Remark 6.9. When i = 0 and d is odd, the second term in the formula
of Theorem 6.7 is 0, so we have
ǫG0(u, v) = (1 + u)(1 + v)
1− (uv)d
1− uv
in accordance with Proposition 3.1(2). For i = 0 and d even, it can
easily be checked that the formula of Theorem 6.7 agrees with Theorem
5.9(a).
For coherent systems of fixed determinant N we can define moduli
spaces Gi(N) in the same way as we defined the moduli spaces Gi at
the beginning of this section.
Proposition 6.10. For i = 0, . . . , L we have
ǫGi(N)(u, v) =
1− (uv)d
1− uv
+
+
(1 + u)(1 + v)(1− (uv)
d−γ
2
−i)
(1− uv)2(1− (uv)2)
(uv − (uv)γ+2i)(1− (uv)
d−γ
2
−i+1).
Proof. Note that in (9) and (10) the bundle F2 is uniquely determined
by F1 and the fact that detF2 ≃ N ⊗ (detF1)
−1. The rest of the proof
of Theorem 6.7 goes through exactly as before. 
7. Isomorphism class of Gi
For any positive integer a, let Φa denote the Fourier-Mukai transform
defined in [4, section 3.2]. We use the results of the previous section in
order to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. The Fourier-Mukai transform Φa induces an isomor-
phism of moduli spaces
Φ0a : Gi(2, d, 1)→ Gi(2 + ad, d, 1)
for every i.
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Remark 7.2. In the case i = 0 the theorem is a special case of the
main result of [4] and we use this result in the proof.
Proof. The proof is by induction on i, the case i = 0 being covered by
Remark 7.2.
Now suppose 1 ≤ i ≤ L and assume that Φ0a : Gi−1(2, d, 1) →
Gi−1(2 + ad, d, 1) is an isomorphism. We shall prove that the Fourier-
Mukai transform Φa induces isomorphisms onG
+
i (2, d, 1) andG
−
i (2, d, 1)
and this will complete the proof of the theorem.
The elements of G+i are given by the exact sequences (9), where
(F1, V1) is contained in G0(1, d1, 1) and F2 is a line bundle. According
to [4, Theorem 4.5] Φa induces an isomorphism of moduli spaces Φ
0
a :
G0(1, d1, 1)→ G0(1+ad1, d1, 1) and by [4, Proposition 2.10 (1)] Φ
0
1(F2)
is stable of rank 1 + ad2 and degree d2.
Since F2 is Φa − IT0 in the sense of [4], we get an exact sequence
(11) 0→ Φ0a(F2, 0)→ Φ
0
a(E, V )→ Φ
0
a(F1, V1)→ 0.
Moreover Ext1((F1, V1), (F2, 0)) ≃ Ext
1(Φ0a(F1, V1),Φ
0
a(F2, 0)). So we
obtain a map
(12) Φ0a : G
+
i (2, d, 1)→ G
+
i (2 + ad, d, 1).
Denote by Ψ1a the Fourier-Mukai transform inverse to Φ
0
a as defined in
[4]. It remains to show that
(13) Ψ1a : G
+
i (2 + ad, d, 1)→ G
+
i (2, d, 1),
since then by the results of [4] the map (13) is the inverse of (12).
So let (E, V ) ∈ G+i (2 + ad, d, 1). It is given by an exact sequence
(9) with (F1, V1) ∈ G(α
+
i ; 1 + ad1, d1, 1) and F2 stable of rank 1 + ad2
and degree d2. By Lemma 6.2, (F1, V1) ∈ G0(1 + ad1, d1, 1). Since F1
and F2 are both semistable of positive degree, they are Ψa − IT1 in
the sense of [4]. Hence by [4, Proposition 3.7], Ψ1a(F1, V1) is a coherent
system of type (1, d1, 1) and Ψ
1
a(F2) is a line bundle. Moreover we have
an exact sequence
0→ Ψ1a(F2, 0)→ Ψ
1
a(E, V )→ Ψ
1
a(F1, V1)→ 0.
It follows that Ψ1a(E, V ) ∈ G
+
i (2, d, 1) which implies the assertion. This
completes the proof for the varieties G+i . The proof for the G
−
i is the
same as for the G+i . 
8. Birational type of G(α;n, d, k)
For gcd(n, d) = 1 and any k we determined in Proposition 3.1 and
Corollary 3.2 the birational type of the variety G0(n, d, k). Since the
birational type of G(α;n, d, k) (respectively G(α;n,N, k)) is indepen-
dent of α (see [5, Theorem 4.4 (ii)]), this determines the birational type
of all the moduli spaces G(α;n, d, k) (respectively G(α;n,N, k)) in this
case. To summarize we have,
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Proposition 8.1. If gcd(n, d) = 1 and k ≤ d, then G(α;n,N, k) is
rational and G(α;n, d, k) is birational to Pk(d−k) × C.
Proof. The only remaining thing to observe is that G0(n, d, k) and
G0(n,N, k) are non-empty in this case [5, Proposition 3.2]. 
Now suppose gcd(n, d) = 2 and k = 1.
Proposition 8.2. If gcd(n, d) = 2, then G(α;n,N, 1) is rational and
G(α;n, d, 1) is birational to Pd−1 × C.
Proof. By Proposition 4.2 we have that G0(n, d, 1) is birational to
G0(2, d, 1). Since the birational type is independent of α, G0(2, d, 1) is
birational to GL(2, d, 1) which is a locally trivial P
d−1-bundle over C
according to [2, Remark 5.5]. 
Proposition 8.3. If gcd(n − k, d) = 1 and k < min(d, n), then
G(α;n,N, k) is rational and G(α;n, d, k) is birational to Pk(d−k) × C.
Proof. By [2, Remark 5.5] the moduli space GL(n, d, k) is a Gr(k, d)-
fibration over C which is Zariski locally trivial. Also GL(n,N, k) ≃
Gr(k, d). Now the result follows from the fact that the birational type
is independent of α. 
For general (n, d, k) with gcd(n, d) = h > 1 and k < d we have
morphisms
G0(n, d, k)→ M˜(n, d) and G0(n,N, k)→ M˜(n,N),
where M˜(n, d) is the moduli space of S-equivalence classes of semistable
bundles of rank n and degree d on C and M˜(n,N) the subvariety of
M˜(n, d) with fixed determinant N . From [7] we have that M˜(n,N) ≃
P
h−1 and M˜(n, d) ≃ ShC. With these notations, we have
Theorem 8.4. For all α for which G(α;n, d, k) 6= ∅,
(1) G(α;n,N, k) is birational to a variety YN , where YN is fibred over
Ph−1 with general fibre unirational.
(2) G(α;n, d, k) is birational to a variety Y , where Y is fibred over ShC
with general fibre unirational.
Proof. The general point of M˜(n, d) is represented by a bundle of the
form F1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Fh, where the Fi are non-isomorphic stable bundles of
rank n
h
and degree d
h
. To obtain (E, V ) ∈ G0(n, d, 1) we must choose a
subspace V ofH0(E) of dimension k. Since G0(n, d, k) 6= ∅ if k < d (see
[5]) and α-stability is an open condition, the subspace V must belong
to a non-empty Zariski open subset of Gr(k,H0(E)). The condition
(E, V ) ≃ (E, V ′) means that V and V ′ are in the same orbit for the
action of AutE. A similar statement applies to G0(n,N, k). The result
follows from the fact that the birational type is independent of α. 
Remark 8.5. So far as we know, it is possible that all the G(α;n,N, k)
are rational varieties.
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